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GreenEarth Heritage Foundation is a 
Christian organization whose mission is to 
preserve the environment, adhere to sound and 
sustainable agricultural practices and assist in 
alleviation of poverty through livelihood and 
community development.

We are Christian
We acknowledge One God: Father, Son and 

Holy Spirit. In Jesus Christ alone we have the promise of salvation. We seek 
to follow Jesus in His teachings to nurture and protect all of God’s gifts, in His 
respect for the dignity of all men and women, in His call to love others as our-
selves, and in His offer of abundant life to those who choose to follow Him.

We are Stewards
The resources at our disposal are not our own. They are entrusted by God; 

therefore, we are committed to sound and sustainable agricultural practices that 
will preserve and protect the environment for the generations to come.

We Believe in the Dignity of Every Human Being
We are committed to help our workers and beneficiaries fulfill their dreams 

through fair compensation, benefits and a housing plan right on GreenEarth’s 
land donation. 

This VILLAGE OF HOPE will adhere to the principles of green design. The 
plan will be implemented through our working partnerships with professionals 
as well as non-stock, nonprofit organizations that share our core values of fair-
ness, ecology, health and Christ-centeredness 

We Promote Good Health
The Bible teaches that “the body is the temple of the Holy Spirit  (1 Corinthians 

6:19).” We, therefore, have to make choices that will enhance wellness and 
prevent disease.

About the foundation
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Agrarian unrest has been a hallmark 
of Central Luzon’s history for over 60 years 
now. It is the cradle of the Hukbalahap 
movement which metamorphosed into the 
Communist Party of the Philippines and the 
New People’s Army. 

Thus, the manifestation of idle yet fer-
tile land has been the basis of socio-econom-
ic conflict as seen in peasant unrest and the 
unequal distribution of wealth experienced 
by our nation. 

This is the social backdrop of our fledg-

ling foundation’s mission. Nestled in 
the foothills of the majestic Sierra Madre 
mountain range in historic San Miguel, 
Bulacan are over 100 hectares of bucolic 
hills. These were donated to GreenEarth 
Heritage Foundation by a generous land-
owner in early 2009. 

The land was purchased roughly 40 
years ago with the landowner’s dream of 
developing a viable agricultural endeav-
or. However, as is often said, “work got in 
the way,” and the land was left idle, sus-
ceptible to both fraudulent transactions 
and illegal squatting. Its lush potential 
was never achieved.

Hence, the decision to cede the raw 
Garden of Eden to our foundation to en-
sure its viable promise for beneficiaries 

How it 
all began



“The earth is the Lord’s, 
and everything in it.

The world and 
all its people 

belong to him.” 
Psalm 24:1

without the taint of potential profiteering 
and the past mistake of non-use.

Over 139 families live in the founda-
tion ‘s immediate vicinity, mostly in abject 
poverty. An overwhelming majority of the 
residents have only attained an elementary 
level of education and 48 percent of the pop-
ulation are below 20 years old. 

GreenEarth’s mission is to assist in 
poverty alleviation by providing livelihoods 
centered in organic agriculture and by 
empowering communities through spiritual 
transformation in the Lord and Savior 
Jesus Christ. We believe that it is through a 
personal relationship with Christ alone that 
we will be able to bring hope, change and a 
bright future to the people of the community 
that we serve.



GreenEarth is similar to a fast-growing 
seedling. Since its founding in May 
2009, we have witnessed tremendous 

development in this once arid land. Our mis-
sion is to build a thriving, peaceful communi-
ty where organic and sustainable agriculture 
is the way of life, centered in the teachings of 
the Lord Jesus Christ.

We began our development by immediate-
ly replanting the denuded hills and mountain 
slopes with thousands of indigenous forest 
hardwoods. Then, we revived the soil through 
organic and natural methods via vermicom-
posting operations. After a few months, we 
succeeded in establishing a “kitchen garden” 
which now provides organic vegetables and 
root crops to a host of health-oriented families 
in Metro Manila. 

To date, GreenEarth has planted over five 
thousand indigenous hardwood trees such as 
narra, yakal, guijo and ipil to revive the once 
denuded forests. There are thousands more 
of hardwood seedlings being nurtured in our 
nurseries, waiting to be planted when the 
rainy season begins. 

We have over seven hundred fruit-bearing 
mango trees, and eight hundred newly plant-
ed malunggay cuttings. Another 2,500 coco-
nuts are awaiting their home in the soil as our 
farmers clean, clear and stake the areas for the 
“tree of life.”

Having only two farming families at the 
start, GreenEarth now has 12 farmer benefi-
ciaries. These farmers settled in the area on 
their own. Before the land was donated to 
GreenEarth, they got their living from cutting 
forest hardwoods and turning them into char-

coal. They earned an average of 1,500 pesos a 
month. 

Today, this environmentally destructive 
occupation no longer exists in GreenEarth 
because of our intervention. Organic agricul-
ture and love for the environment are now the 
norms. 

We would not have reached this far with-
out everyone’s help. The untiring devotion of 
our staff, volunteers, and farmer beneficiaries, 
and the generosity of our donors ensured the 
survival and growth of the seedling that is 
GreenEarth.

Above all, God’s direction enabled this 
ministry to push through. He is our Model, 
and His teachings are embedded in our core 
values. All our works, our vision and mission 
will be in vain without His grace. So, we offer 
back to the LORD what He has first given us. 
After all, “The earth is the Lord’s and every-
thing in it, the world and all who live in it…”

From the hearts of all of us at GreenEarth 
to yours, thank you so much and may God 
bless you all! To Him be all the honor, glory 
and praise!

                   
      
   
   James Patrick G. Matti

From the Chairman
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From the Executive Director

Twenty years ago, I graduated from the 
University of the Philippines ‘ College of 
Medicine.

Towards the end of medical school, I got en-
gaged to a man who worked for an American 
multinational company with an office in Ma-
nila.   My fiancé’s boss thought it would augur 
well for his career to move to their company’s 
global headquarters which happened to be in 
New York. The plot was perfect, since I have 
dreamed to pursue all of my postgraduate 
medical education in the United States. Mov-
ing to the Big Apple, undoubtedly the most ex-
citing city in the world, was not a bad idea!

As a child, I travelled to the United States 
frequently during my summer breaks. Half of 
my mother’s siblings live in both the East and 
West coasts. My father was a believer in travel 
being one of the best educators. I will forever 
be grateful to him for the  opportunity of trav-
elling to many of the world’s renowned cities 
as a child.

My career choice was strongly influenced by 
the observations I made of my mother’s sister 
who practiced as an Obstetrician-Gynecologist 
in the State of California.  Aside from taking 
care of my mother who was the youngest in 
their brood, she delivered ALL six of us!   She 
has demonstrated extraordinary kindness and 
sacrificial generosity of her time and resources 
to my family.  I was inspired to follow her pro-
fessional path.

And so, we moved to New York 20 years 
ago as newlyweds and I, as a young physician. 
The Good Lord was gracious in opening doors 
for me to successfully complete my internship, 
residency and fellowship training in the spe-
cialty of Anesthesiology in various university 
training programs in New York City.

My husband James and I travelled all around 
the United States on every vacation time we 
could have.   I loved the four seasons and truly 

appreciated the diversity of its natural beauty.
Moving out West to the San Francisco Bay 

Area was the turning point in becoming GREEN. 
The organic fervor was extremely palpable and 
infectious in this town. The Bay Area had the 
best weather, the best wine, the best produce!

Right after a second fellowship at Stanford 
University Medical Center and a short stint as 
volunteer clinical faculty there, I was offered 
to join a group anesthesia practice in Berkeley, 
California.

Berkeley is a town known for its high civic 
involvement and lively democratic process.  It 
is an intellectual community, being home to the 
most prestigious public university system in 
America. It is likewise a thriving melting pot of 
cutting-edge, passion-filled advocacies. When 
it comes to the adage, “Think global, act local,” 
Berkeley leads the pack.

No wonder this either “you-love-it-or-you-
hate it” scuzzy-to-some city earned  the nick-
name “Beserkley.”

In “Beserkley” people stood for propositions 
banning the sale of coffee loaded with chemical 
fertilizers and pesticides.  A strong downpour 
would not discourage a large audience from 
gathering outside until the wee hours of the 
morning to hear ideas being exchanged regard-
ing humanely raising animals and how a carni-
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vore’s diet is contributing to global warming.   
These are the types of issues that percolated 
daily in this cerebral town!

It was hard to live in Berkeley for several 
years and not become concerned about reducing 
energy consumption, reversing global warm-
ing, and learning about alternative technologies 
to help us do more with less.

It was therefore while living in this hip--
scuzzy town that I finally embraced the organic 
movement and began establishing member-
ships in various green-minded organizations.  
I became strongly convinced that adapting the 
organic lifestyle was the best we can do both to 
ourselves and the environment. It was impor-
tant to reduce waste, increase recycling and do 
our share in saving Planet Earth.

It was in Berkeley where I got totally hooked 
to pesticide-free eating, juicing and herbal ther-
apies.  It was in Berkeley where  Alice Waters , 
the renowned doyenne of the  the organic food 
movement in America, set up her gastronomic 
temple, Chez Panisse.     It was at Chez Panisse 
that I learned about the virtues of daily seasonal 
menus. The magnet of this neighborhood meet-
ing place was so strong that it drew even the 
uninitiated on their first visit to become organic 
food advocates.

As  I got more and more immersed into the 
“world of Alice Waters,” travelling out of Berke-
ley quickly became a problem!

 In particular, everytime I would come home 
to Manila, my biggest problem was “what am I 
going to eat?”

Where do I buy organic vegetables, freerange 
chicken and  grassfed steaks?    

Why aren’t fish and seafood labeled farmed 

or wild-catch and from where in retail outlets? 
How do I know that the livestock is humanely 
raised and have not been injected with growth  
hormones and antibiotics? Where are these 
farms located?  How clean are they and how do 
I know they really are organic as they say?”

 I could never be satisfied with the answers.  
The interview with every merchant at the gro-
cery store and the outdoor “organic markets”  
left much to be desired.   The organic gastro-
nomic experience was tough to achieve and tru-
ly consumed a lot of my time.

One day I urged my husband----“why don’t 
we just buy one hectare of land in the Philip-
pines, grow our own food and be happy?  We 
can do our share for the environment and help 
break the chains of poverty for  farming families-
--one  at a time.   They don’t have to be dirt poor 
if we can take care of them and help them sell 
their produce under a farm-to-table approach 
and fair pricing….”

And so the chase began to buy that elu-
sive ONE hectare of land to grow organic! We 
looked, looked, and looked and talked to people 
about our vision.  I was intense about this idea 
that I ended up making a powerpoint to be able 
to organize my thoughts and explain things bet-
ter.  

Through it all, I didn’t realize that GOD had a 
bigger plan.   Instead of just finding one hectare 
of land to tend organically, 110 hectares fell on 
my lap as a donation, all because I opened my 
mouth about this aching passion to “live green”. 

Greening the Earth, it turned out, was just 
an incidental goal. When we finally visited  the 
land that was to become GreenEarth Heritage 
Foundation at the foothills of the Sierra Madre 
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Mountains in San Miguel Bulacan, my heart 
was moved with compassion---  I could not be-
lieve that so close to the urban metropolis was 
a beautiful area, having the potential for enor-
mous agricultural productivity and yet people 
are living in abject poverty!  The situation I saw 
was appalling! 

I witnessed people drinking from the river 
and shallow creeks.  Most of the homes were di-
lapidated shacks with no electricity, no running 
water, no  toilets! The children had coarse-look-
ing, wide feet, were dark and thin from walking 
up and down unpaved roads and a bridgeless 
river just to go to school daily. The hills were 
terribly denuded.  There were only patchy areas 
of agricultural productivity.

  When the men were asked what their liveli-
hoods were, the most frequent answer I heard 
was – “We just chop down the trees all over and 
turn them into charcoal.” 

“Do you bother replanting?” I asked.
 “No we don’t….and that is why we are go-

ing farther and farther from our homes to find 
more trees to chop down.”

And so, GreenEarth Heritage Foundation, 
Inc. was born. 

God Almighty is such an expert in commis-
sioning people to do major projects for Him 
despite the fact that they have no known talent 
or experience in the task He is envisioning at 
hand---“why me, LORD?”, was the desperate 
question asked time and again by the men and 
women of the Bible. 

To this question was the same answer each 
time—“Be strong and courageous, do not be 
discouraged. For I, the LORD your GOD, am 
with you always!”  (Joshua 1: 9) 

 I continue to marvel in solemn awe and 
am truly honored that the LORD has cho-
sen  my husband and I as  primary  stewards 
of GreenEarth’s donated land.  Infinitely more 
precious than the land itself are the many souls 
living in it at the majestic foothills of the Sierra 
Madre Mountains in San Miguel, Bulacan, Phil-
ippines who desperately need to feel God’s love 
and daily presence in their lives.

Our first year has been an extremely bumpy 
ride!  We celebrate every moment of how God 
parted “our Red Seas” and brought in manna, 
always at the perfect time.  He was never too 
early or too late.

After a year of building the necessary founda-
tions for GreenEarth,  I  realize more than ever 
that the tasks at hand are enormous and it will 
truly take a “village”  of  kind-hearted partners 
to bring to fruition the true vision and mission 
of GreenEarth. 

  I wish to thank you all who have prayed, 
dropped us a line of encouragement, gave us a 
tight hug, spread the word, bought our farm-
ers’ produce, provided the gift of sponsorship 
towards our  farmers’ children’s education and  
in more ways than one-- gave us your firm hand 
of support  this past year.  Because of you all, 
we were able to take that big leap of faith to do 
something big for GOD in our lifetime. And be-
cause our God has bound us together, we are 
ready to face the challenges of our second year 
ahead.  Thank you very, very much! 

 It is our fervent hope and deepest prayer that 
together WE have been able to give Him glory 
on our FIRST year.

      
   

   Mylene V. Matti, M.D. 8



2009 is a year of beginnings and challenges for GreenEarth Heritage 
Foundation. We have cleared the land and planted thousands of indigenous 
trees. We have happily discovered hundreds of fruit-bearing assets hidden in 
the thick foliage. 

We have started an organic kitchen garden that yields alugbati, okra, 
green cabbages, spring onions and a lot more. Our farmers grow the organic 
produce for a living.

We have built wells, restrooms and a multi-purpose hut. Our vermiculture 
operation is up as well. We get compost from it which we use to nourish our 
vegetables and trees. Four of our farming families now have environmentally 
sound, brand-new homes.

We are in dire need of a concrete bridge over a river in the mouth of 
GreenEarth’s lands. The absence of this much-needed farm-to-market 
infrastructure hinders the transport of materials and produce to and from our 
farming community. 

Because GreenEarth lies in a predominantly non-grid area, we are exploring 
alternative and renewable sources of energy. One day, we hope to be able to 
harness the wind and the sun for our ever-increasing energy demands. 

We are getting close to achieving our goal of safe drinking water for our 
entire community with the help of our partner, Manila Water.

Soon, 24 carabaos will graze in GreenEarth’s pastures as we pray for 
trusteeship of these animals from the Philippine Carabao Center. Organic 
milk production will be a welcome boost to the income of 
our farmers.9



“Our bounty is for 
   every man, woman          

 and child 
who has tilled    

   GreenEarth’s soil 
   and has embraced 

   its mission.”
10
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In the summer of 
2009, GreenEarth 
received a gener-
ous donation of 
over a hundred 
hectares of land. 
This CARP-
exempt land has 
been neglected 
for decades. After 
several months, 
31 hectares have 
been duly titled to 
the foundation. 

GreenEarth embarked on 
immediate cleaning and 
reforestation. The denuded 
forest was planted with 
indigenous hardwood 
seedlings like acacia, 
calantas, dungon, and 
guijo. Acacia seedlings 
now line the community’s 
perimeters.“Acacia wood” 
was God’s choice for the 
Ark of the Covenant and 
this is symbolic of our 
offering of the land unto the 
Lord.

Aside from the work of members of the faculty of the Geodetic 
Engineering Department of the University of the Philippines, 
GreenEarth immediately became a venue of learning and training for 
students who came with their professors for a hands-on experience 
of surveying and mapping. Their work will be used for master 
planning of an eco-farming community at GreenEarth.



It was a blessing to 
discover 681 mango 
trees on the donated 
land. These fruit-
bearing assets were 
methodically labeled 
and mapped for 
easier tending and 
identification. GPS 
technology and the 
dedication of our staff 
made the work faster 
and more accurate.

Rain or shine, come hell or high water, the delivery of seed-
lings continues at GreenEarth. These special variety of 
coconut seedlings have gone a long way, enduring rough 
roads and crossing deep waters just to reach their new home 
in GreenEarth.

”

calantas

dungon
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GreenEarth’s mission is envisaged 
through the simple yet laborious 
task of reforesting the denuded 

hills, making organic agriculture a lifestyle 
for our farming families, and providing 
convenient access to high-quality, natural 
and macrobiotic food to promote good 
health and longevity for all.

We dream to create sustainable livelihoods 
and a happier, greener earth to live in.

“We desire a 
greener earth. 
We plant trees 

to make it a 
reality.

acacia
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In September, we rolled out our 
first fruits of organic spring onions, 
malabar night shade (alugbati) 
and sweet potato sprouts (talbos 
ng kamote).

We have started numerous 
experimental plots to find out 
what grows best on our land.

In August 2009, GreenEarth 
prepared an area for its Organic 
Kitchen Garden. Through this 
program, we aim to teach our 
farming families how to grow 
vegetable plants using organic 
methods. The harvest initially 
helped our farmers meet their daily 
food needs. When it became more 
abundant, they were able to sell 
produce to Metro Manila customers 
through fair pricing.
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In January 2010, we also 
witnessed the expansion of 
our network of organic produce 
buyers. 

All our vegetables are free 
from pesticides and chemical 
fertilizers, making them the best 
choice for those who value their 
health and wellness.

Despite the dry-spells of El 
Niño, we leaped in faith and 
continued with soil preparation 
and rehabilitation in March and 
April 2010. The work had been 
extremely challenging in the 
absence of sufficient water. 
Despite this, we are grateful 
because the harvest now 
includes several new varieties.

“We grow nutritious 
vegetables from 
our organic 
kitchen garden 
and sell them to
people who 
care about their  
health.”
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According to India’s ancient medicinal traditions, moringa (malunggay) leaves 

“prevent 300 diseases.” They contain so much nutrients that scientists even assert 
that the leaves can “practically wipe out malnutrition in our planet.” In fact, the 

Japan Food Research Foundation discovered that this humble backyard crop contains over  
30 antioxidants* that can fight cancer. 

With such potentials, it is no wonder that an unprecedented 
demand for moringa leaves exists in the world market today. 
GreenEarth envisions to be an active producer of organic moringa 
tea. In fact, we have already started selling our organic tea leaves to 
various health enthusiasts.

*Source:www.treesforlife.org
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Thousands of moringa seeds 
were planted in GreenEarth since 
Aug. 2009. We suffered significant 
mortality of our fragile seedlings 
during the strong rains of Typhoon 
Ondoy. However, we quickly got on 
our feet to replenish our seedlings 
via a door-to-door search of moringa 
cuttings all around GreenEarth.

In November 2009, we cleared a 
portion of our land to plant hundreds 
of moringa cuttings. There is a vast 
potential for agricultural revenue 
for our farmers from the moringa 
leaves, flowers and fruits with 
the growing demand for moringa 
products all over the country and the 
world.
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We are blessed to start 2010 
with a visit by the officials 
of the Philippine Carabao 

Center (PCC) under the leadership of 
Mr. Nur Baltazar. The PCC will soon 
receive a shipment of 2,000 carabaos 
from Brazil, and they are presently 
looking for trustees of these animals for 

milk production. 99 percent of Philippine 
dairy consumption is satisfied by imports.
GreenEarth Heritage Foundation desires 
to help reverse this trend, thus, we
have applied for trusteeship with the 
PCC. In addition, organic carabao milk 
production will surely augment the 
income of our farming families.

Officials of the Philippine Carabao Center visited GreenEarth’s 
farm twice in Jan. and Mar. 2010 to explore designated graz-
ing areas for the soon-to-be trusteed carabaos from Brazil. If all 
works out, PCC will entrust 24 carabaos to the foundation.

GreenEarth received two purebred 
Russell Parsons Terrier puppies as 
a New Year’s gift. We have named 
them NOLI and FILI, in honor of the 
two immortal novels of the Philippine 
National Hero, Jose Rizal. Our Noli is 
less aggressive and more laid-back 
than Fili, thus, their assigned names.

Meet Boni, our wonderful Carabao!
Named after the revolutionary hero of 
the Filipino masses, Andres Bonifacio, 
this awesome divine creation of brute 
force aids our farmers all day long 
in their transport and cultivation in 
GreenEarth.

16
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We have completed the 
construction of our first 
multipurpose hut in December. 
This building houses our 
agricultural tools and farm 
equipment. It also functions as 
our farm office, reception hall, 
Bible study and livelihood training 
venues.  In
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The river without a bridge is a major hindrance in transporting building materials 
and produce to and from GreenEarth. Children have to cross this river by foot 
daily in order to attend school.  During the rainy season, it can become impass-
able for weeks. Without this much-needed infrastructure, volunteers and cus-
tomers will have a harder time accessing our farming community. Until today, we 
are still negotiating with government for the construction of a permanent bridge 
that will link our community with the rest of the township.

Vermiculture is the heart 
and soul of organic agri-
culture.  The Earthworms 
are our God-given cultiva-
tors of the soil. Compost 
from their biological ac-
tivities provides balanced 
organic nutrition essential 
to soil rehabilitation.
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On this site will rise 
GreenEarth’s community 
center.  We are praying 
for God’s provisions for 
a place to welcome all of 
our visitors and a venue 
for all of our community 
activities.

In an effort to prevent bush and 
forest fires from repeatedly rav-
aging the northern portion of our 
land, four of our farming families 
volunteered to move there to 
establish presence. The farmers’ 
sacrificial volunteerism was re-
warded by our generous support-
ers with the construction of new 
homes for them.

Water is life at GreenEarth! We continue to work with Manila Water to provide it 
safe and clean for our people. We have also dug two deep wells in our land as 
the prolonged dry spell continues to dry up all the bodies of water in the commu-
nity. Running water also made it possible to build two restrooms for everyone. 
This is a big leap for health and hygiene in the community. 
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“The LORD has made His 
wonderful presence felt--        

His power, His protection, His 
provision. It was a day we will 

never forget at GreenEarth.”
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Over the past year, one 
of our major challenges 
is the occurrence of 
eight bush and forest 
fires in the northern por-
tion of the land. We are 
unable to determine if 
these are naturally oc-
curring or are caused by 
kaingeros.

We met our first 
year’s goal of 
building four farmers’ 
homes made out of 
sustainable materials 
at GreenEarth. We 
used sawali, cogon 
and the omniboard 
technology for these 
houses.

The El Nino phe-
nomenon had dried 
up most of the wa-
ter sources in our 
community, making 
this valuable re-
source very scarce. 
We pray for rain to 
quench our lands, 
our trees, animals 
and people. 



GreenEarth is not only concerned with the livelihood of its farming families 
but also with their dignity as human beings. Integral to our mission is ensuring our 
farmers earn decent wages through fair pricing, building safe and dignified homes 
and assuring the sustainability of their livelihoods centered in organic agriculture. 
We also envision a brighter future for their children through good education and 
proper nutrition.

GreenEarth looks after the spiritual growth of the community as well. We teach 
our people about God and His great love. Even our volunteers get to hear God’s 

message through our Christian staff workers. And 
every Sunday, our community Pastor never fails 
to deliver God’s Word for the entire GreenEarth 
family and even for the communities around us. 

We also hold Bible Studies in the homes of our 
members, and Sunday school for their children. 
After all, “Man does not live by bread alone, but by 

every word that proceeds out of the mouth of God.”
We are grateful for the successful launch of our child sponsorship program. 

Because of the support of kind donors, there will be no school-age child left behind 
this school year amongst our farmers’ children. As we expand our educational 
programs, we welcome school supplies, toys,board games and the like.   We are in 
search for teachers who have the heart for our mission field to better the quality of 
education of our farmers’ children via an on-site individualized curriculum.Work is 
at full gear and everyone in GreenEarth is doing his or her share for the 
success of all the programs. 
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“Man does not 
live by bread alone, 
but by every word 
that proceeds out of 
the mouth of God.” 

                          -Matthew 4:4
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Through the 
kids ministry, 
volunteers from 
the Capitol City 
Baptist Church 
taught arts and 
crafts, Bible 
stories, songs 
and games to 
the children 
of GreenEarth 
Heritage Foun-
dation.

In August 2009, GreenEarth welcomed its first tree-planting volunteers from 
Capitol City Baptist Church. We planted seedlings on our land in an effort to 
restore the denuded hills and slopes of our community. Nearby rangers also 
helped in our activity.



Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship 
National Director Erickson 
Velarde and his family were 
our honored guests during 
GreenEarth’s first-ever 
Pamaskong Handog Christmas 
Fellowship.
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Christian brethren from Capitol 
City Baptist Church (CCBC) vis-
ited GreenEarth as our first tree-
planting volunteers. At the end of 
the activity, they took time to share 
God’s Word to the farming families 
and the rangers who participated.
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After being intensely preoccupied with the agricultural challenges 
faced by our farmers, GreenEarth can no longer turn a blind eye to 
the educational deficiencies of their children.

Our holistic developmental thrust keeps in mind the importance of 
EDUCATION for the farmers’ children. After all, they are the heirs of 
GreenEarth Heritage Foundation. By looking after their education, the 
legacy of transformation will be passed on and continued from generation 
to generation.

In February 2010, we launched GreenEarth Heritage Foundation’s first 
Child Sponsorship Program!

A small monthly subsidy of less than $10 (420 pesos) per child will assist 
them with their school supplies, school project costs and other bare essen-
tials, keeping them inspired and motivated to stay in school.
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We rejoice in the overwhelming support of our generous partners to this 
project. Additional children have been included in the list as more and 
more individuals are pledging their help. 

We also wish to thank Mama’s Hope Haven of Norway Foundation for “multi-
plying our bread and fish.” Because of their material donations of school supplies, 
bags and T-shirts, we are able to use the cash donations for a host of other educa-
tion material, clothing and back-to-school essentials.

To be sponsored and to realize that someone cares for them has brought un-
speakable joy and indescribable hope to many a farmer’s child’s heart. A number 
of the children have stopped school due to financial lack, but thanks to our kind 
donors, they are now preparing to enroll again this coming school year.

Would you like to invest in the future of a farmer’s child at GreenEarth?
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“We believe that 
transformation is found 

ultimately in knowing 
Jesus Christ. ”25

Our first Christmas celebration is 
a day of thanksgiving for God’s 
faithfulness to our ministry. It is 
also a day of bonding for our 
community and friends.

On October 1st, Pastor Harry Manalo joined GreenEarth to 
become its community pastor and Bible teacher. He heard 
about GreenEarth from his pastor friends at CCBC who were 
our first-ever tree-planting volunteers. He joined them on their 
second visit three weeks later and felt that the LORD was 
calling him to serve in the mission field of GreenEarth.

Pastor Harry leads home Bible 
Studies with our farming families. 
Acts 1:8 continues to resound 
in his heart as he works with 
GreenEarth’s farming community.



Financial Highlights for 2009
(For Seven Months Ended December 31, 2009)

ASSETS
Current Assets
Cash                                                     Php290,366
Prepaid expenses                                         24,000
                                                                   314,366
PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT(net)       11,841,658
TOTAL ASSETS                             Php12,156,025

LIABILITIES AND CAPITAL DEFICIENCY
Current Liabilities 
Accounts Payable                                Php850,000
Accrued expenses                                          1,111
                                                             851,111
Fund Balance                                11,304,913
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND 
FUND BALANCE                    Php12,156,024

RECEIPTS
     DONATIONS                              Php12,361,921
EXPENSES
      1. PROGRAMS
      Agricultural Development                     595,306
      Community Development                     310,311
                                                                   905,617
      2. ADMINISTRATIVE                          151,391
                                                                1,057,008
EXCESS OF REVENUES
 OVER EXPENSES                       PHP11,304,913

CASHFLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Excess of revenues over expenses                                                      Php11,304,913
Adjustments to reconcile excess of receipts 
   over expenses to net cash provided by operating activities

Depreciation                                                                                                  40,508
Donated Land                                                                                      (10,850,000)
(Increase) ) Decrease in:

Prepaid Expense                                                                                     (24,000)
Accounts payable and accrued expenses                                                851,111

Net Cash provided by (used in) operating activities                                     1,322,533

CASHFLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Acquisition of property and equipment                                                       (1,032,166)

CASH, END OF YEAR                                                                             Php290,366

14%

86%

Expense Breakdown
Administrative Programs

66%

34% Agricultural 
Development

Community 
Development

GreenEarth allotted 86 percent of its funds for 
programs. 66 percent of which went to Agricultural 
Development and 34 percent went to Community 
Development. Only 14 percent of GreenEarth’s 
funds were used for Administration.
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 Administrative Office: 
1723 Dian St., Palanan, Makati, MM 1235 Philippines

Tel: (632)8334363     Fax: (632)8320969    
 Email:contactus@greenearthheritage.org

GreenEarth Farm: 
Sitio Malapad na Parang, Barangay Sibul, San Miguel Bulacan, Philippines

Tel:(632)7758836

www.greenearthheritage.org
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